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History. Founder

► Omsk was founded by Major General Ivan D. Buchgoltz. 
He was an associate of Peter The Great. Buchgoltz build 
fort at the confluence two rivers: the Om and the Irtysh.



History. Heart of Omsk

► The main attraction of Omsk is Tara gates. It was built at 1799. Tara gates guarded the 
northern entrance to the fort.



Culture. Stream of emotions

► There is the leading provincial theater of our country. It was founded at 1874 by 
marcher Bykov. Omsk give as famous actors as Nikolay Chindyaikin, Sergey 
Chyonishvilly and Lubov Polischuk



Culture. Focus on vision 

► Near the Theater is a Museum of the great russan artist Mikhail Vrubel. Sometimes his 
wife Nadezhda became a model for paintings.



Culture. Captivity of word’s art 

► Dostoyevsky was only 
writer of the 19th century 
who passed the rigors of 
hard labor prison in Omsk 
during 4 years



Omsk at the time of The Civil War. 
Kolchack is Supreme ruler of Russia

► Omsk was the third 
capital of Russia since 
1918 for 1919

► This photo was made 
29 may 1919. 
Kolchack is in the 
center of this frame

► You can see porch of 
the main building of 
Omsk State Agrarian 
University today at the 
right image where 
photo was captured



The Grate Patriotic War. Machines of Victory 

► With the beginning of the GPW, many defense enterprises were evacuate to Omsk. Today 
everybody know “flying” main battleship tank T-80 with gas turbine engine designed and 
producing at Omsktransmach



Modern Brands. Sport

► Omsk Ice Hockey Team 
Avangard was the champion of 
Russia in 2004



Modern Brands. Industry

► Every four liter of gasoline in our 
country produced at Omsk 
Refinery is one of largest in the 
world factory



Modern Brands. For Life and 
Celebration
► Every Russian family can to 

meet New Year with Omsky 
Beacon, Siberian Delicious, 
Sibirskaya Korona, Five Lakes 
and ice-cream Inmarko


